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OVERVIEW

EHR Interoperability Experts
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Clinicians need access to the right data at the right
time to provide optimal patient care while achieving
operational goals and efficiencies.
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Founded in 1999, eMedApps serves over 5,500
healthcare providers across the U.S. The company
offers a suite of integration, business continuity, and
professional services solutions that facilitate EHR
transitions and deliver interoperability within and
across healthcare enterprises and information systems.
With over 15 years of experience integrating EHRs,
eMedApps’ expert consultants know what works and
what doesn’t, providing valuable insight to clients.
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eMedApps combines vendor-neutral, patient-centric
workflow, and comprehensive healthcare technology
consulting experience to help healthcare delivery
organizations meet business, regulatory, and patient
care goals.
Headquartered in Schaumburg, IL the company has
offices in San Diego, Houston, and Boston.
Markets
Analysts forecast the EMR/EHR market in the U.S. to
grow at a CAGR of 6.53% over the period 2014-20191. As
the focus shifts from adoption to optimization for the
U.S. Electronic Health Records Market, transformational
shifts brought on by regulatory requirements,
reimbursement penalties, and technological advances
strain provider IT resources. The creation, storage, and
exchange of patient care data will bring focus to health
IT system interoperability solutions in 2016.
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Working across a diverse ecosystem of health
IT offerings installed at hundreds of client sites,
eMedApps brings expert resources, skill sets and a
collaborative culture to hospitals, HIEs, Clinics, Federally
Qualified Health Centers (FQHCs) and Community
Health Centers.
Products and Services
The company provides healthcare IT software and
services including business continuity, data exchange,
integration, migration, and data conversions for EHR
and Practice Management solutions, along with
hosting and HIT infrastructure management services.
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Software - Universal Patient Data
Connectivity and Exchange

in the vendor’s software making each client’s NextGen
Ambulatory EHR operate smarter, faster, and easier.

CareBridge™ integrates the EHR with all other health
IT systems to create a truly interconnected network
of patient data that is easily shared, managed, and
accessed across healthcare enterprises and information
systems.

The eMedApps Care Connectivity Platform is
comprised of ONC-certified interface technology,
robust business continuity solutions, and other
mission-critical health IT and workflow solutions such
as data conversions and migrations, secure application
hosting, and mobile EHR access.

CareFinity™ is a business continuity solution that
provides seamless access to all patient chart
information, schedules, and archived EHR systems
allowing clinicians to document visits even when
the EHR is unavailable due to planned or unplanned
application and network outages.

Hosting - Insource, Outsource,
and Hybrid Models

Comprehensive Healthcare IT Professional
Services
As certified NextGen consultants, eMedApps
specializes in optimizing the NextGen EHR to maintain
peak efficiency, facilitate seamless upgrades, and
deliver advanced technology to enhance the system’s
capabilities. Consultants have access to advanced
releases, training, and client referrals. No EHR vendor
can provide applications for every possibility.
eMedApps builds and provides products that fill gaps

eMedApps provides insource, outsource, and hybrid
hosting for EHR, Practice Management, and Revenue
Cycle Management solutions. Clients utilize secure,
HIPAA-compliant data centers or take advantage of
eMedApps-managed hosting services. Regardless of
the configuration chosen, eMedApps experts alleviate
the IT burdens from provider teams, freeing them to
focus on delivery of exceptional patient care.
Source: Research and Markets EMR/EHR Market in the US 20152019 May 2015 http://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/
n63cqr/emrehr_market_in
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